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Texas Chapter O was chartered in April 1987. While the Chapter uses the name of Austin, Texas, as a location identifier,
Chapter O's participants come from many cities, towns and communities in Central Texas. Come join us at one of our
gatherings or rides! Our Gathering time/location and local, District, Region and Headquarters GWRRA contact information is on page 2. Come join us for a ride - see our Ride Schedule on page 10. Or just visit our Web
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Chapter Meetings
The 3rd Tuesday @ 7:00 pm
IHOP Hwy 183 and Duval

From the Chapter Director
John & Wanda Osborn
Growing up what I remember most about Memorial Day was, the Indy 500, celebration in the
park and the pool was opened for the summer.
At an early age I did not think about what this
holiday was all about, except it was fun. So I
decided to do a little research into the history of
Memorial Day and here is what I found.
Memorial Day,
an American holiday observed on the last Monday of May, honors men and
women who died while serving in the U.S. military. Originally known as Decoration Day, it originated in the years following the Civil War and became an
official federal holiday in 1971. Many Americans observe Memorial Day by
visiting cemeteries or memorials, holding family gatherings and participating
in parades. Unofficially, at least, it marks the beginning of summer.
Early Observances of Memorial Day ,
The Civil War claimed more lives than any conflict in U.S. history, requiring
the establishment of the country’s first national cemeteries. By the late
1860s Americans in various towns and cities had begun holding springtime
tributes to these countless fallen soldiers, decorating their graves with
flowers and reciting prayers.
continued on page 3
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Ed & Linda Johnson
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Global Affairs

Dan Sanderovich
dan.sanderovich@gmail.com

Deputy Directors

Bob & Nancy Shrader - Regions A, B, D, N
Jack Wagner Region H
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2016-2017 COY
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Want to experience “Friends for Fun, Safety and
Knowledge” first hand?
If the answer is “yes”, you are welcome to visit us at
our Chapter gatherings.
Chapter O’s participants gather the third Tuesday of
each month at 7:00 pm. The location is at the IHOP
Restaurant, 11654 Research Blvd (Hwy 183) at Duval
Road in Austin, TX. In case you get lost, the phone
number is 512-345-7124.
Please see page 10 for our Ride Calendar of Events.
For more information, we encourage you to contact
any of our team members or visit our websites (links to
all are provided on this page).
Wondering why you should join GWRRA? Check out
the benefits you will enjoy!
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(continued from pate 1)

Did You Know?
Each year on Memorial Day a national moment of
remembrance takes place at 3:00 p.m. local
time. It is unclear where exactly this tradition originated; numerous different communities may have
independently initiated the memorial gatherings.
Nevertheless, in 1966 the federal government
declared Waterloo, New York, the official birthplace
of Memorial Day. Waterloo—which had first celebrated the day on May 5, 1866—was chosen because it hosted an annual, community-wide event,
during which businesses closed and residents decorated the graves of soldiers with flowers and flags.

Lyle & Sheri Altes
Assistant Directors
Chapter O

Hey “O”
Here we are in June already; it has been a busy year
already with a lot of rallies and events including the
just past District Rally, I know Sheri and I had a lot of
fun there this year and our Chapter had a fairly good
turnout of 15 members attending wish more of you
could of came. But maybe we can do better even
next year in Wichita Falls and make a group ride up
there or other plans District Rally is always so much
fun.

Decoration Day
On May 5, 1868, General John A. Logan, leader of
an organization for Northern Civil War veterans,
called for a nationwide day of remembrance later
that month. “The 30th of May, 1868, is designated
for the purpose of strewing with flowers, or otherwise decorating the graves of comrades who died
in defense of their country during the late rebellion,
and whose bodies now lie in almost every city, village and hamlet churchyard in the land,” he proclaimed. The date of Decoration Day, as he called
it, was chosen because it wasn’t the anniversary of
any particular battle.

Speaking of rides I know we have not had many lately with all of the rain especially in May, but now
things should be drying up and it’s time to get riding I
know my bike is in the shop getting reworked and I
can’t wait to get it back so we can get to riding with
you again. Several of staff has been passing around
ideas for some rides and will be finalizing plans and
sending out information to you shortly. Remember
that this is your chapter and we want to do things that
you enjoy and want to do so please if you have any
ideas for rides, things to do at Chapter meetings, picnics, potlucks, poker run’s etc. please let any of the
staff know and we will help you get it done if at all
possible, the whole idea is to enjoy our friends and
have Fun! Fun! Fun!

On the first Decoration Day, General James Garfield made a speech at Arlington National Cemetery, and 5,000 participants decorated the graves of
the 20,000 Union and Confederate soldiers buried
there. Many Northern states held similar commemorative events and reprised the tradition in subsequent years; by 1890 each one had made Decoration Day an official state holiday. Many Southern
states, on the other hand, continued to honor their
dead on separate days until after World War I.

Also in the fun category we are planning a Chapter
camping outing at “Medina Highpoint” resort formerly
Coyote Ranch in September. This has always been a
favorite destination of our chapter members and we
would love to see as many of you as possible there.
We should finalize the details by this month’s Chapter meeting and will be sending out emails also.

Evolution of Memorial Day
Memorial Day, as Decoration Day gradually came
to be known, originally honored only those lost
while fighting in the Civil War. But during World War
I the United States found itself embroiled in another
major conflict, and the holiday evolved to commemorate American military personnel who died in all
wars.

So with the weather clearing and summer time upon
us lets ride often, ride safe, and remember to always
have fun.

For decades, Memorial Day continued to be observed on May 30, the date Logan had selected
for the first Decoration Day. But in 1968 Congress
passed the Uniform Monday Holiday Act, which established Memorial Day as the last Monday in May
in order to create a three-day weekend for federal
employees; the change went into effect in 1971.
The same law also declared Memorial Day a federal holiday .
(continued on page 7)
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Jack Wagner
GWRRA Deputy Director
Region H Trainer

Reba & Jim Berry
Region H Directors

Raise Your Right Hand and
Repeat After Me

Hello Region H “Wingers”,
This newsletter is a little
late coming out because we have been “rallying” for
3 consecutive weekends. First it was the TX rally in
Temple, then the AR rally in Harrison and finally the
MO rally in Branson. We stayed over in Branson for
a mini vacation between the AR and MO rallies with
several other like-minded individuals (GWRRA
friends) and have been having a great time. The riding has been awesome and the shows spectacular.
We can’s wait until I am retired so we can do things
like this more often.

This month will be devoted to
the Oath of Office. The Oath
of Office should be administered to all incoming officers at the Chapter Gathering or other “official” Chapter event. In the case of District/Region Officers, it
should be done during the annual convention (rally)
or other major District/Region event. It should be
done with great ceremony and its importance not minimized. The Oath of Office serves to formalize what
the Officer has agreed to in signing the Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU). Standing in front of the
Chapter and verbalizing their commitment helps to
solidify and seal that commitment as well as instill
pride in the Officer. Following is the entire Oath of
Office.
GWRRA Oath of Office

We would like to welcome to our Region Team Tim
and Becky Dinnel. They will serve as our MECs.
They are joining us from the LA District Team. You
can find out more about them later in this newsletter.
They take over for Steve and Billie Fleming who
have served us so well over the last 3 years.

As an Officer and Volunteer Leader of the GoldWing
Road Riders Association, I will do my best:
To serve the Association by providing for its Members, in accordance with the Officer Handbook;

The TX rally was a wild west “shoot-em up” with
horse , six shooters and saloon entrertainment.
Thanks to District Directors Mike and Robin Thacker
and the TX Team for their hard work in bringing us
all together for such a fun weekend. Unfortunately,
there were those scared away because of weather
prognostications.

To serve the Members, for whom I am responsible,
in a manner befitting the Office;
To assist my Senior Officers in the execution of their
duties and responsibilities;
To promote and support my Peers in a team atmosphere, working together for the benefit of t e whole;

The next weekend we headed out to the AR rally in
Harrison. Once again, folks seemed to be put off by
the weather. But those present had a great time.
Thanks to Johnny and Mildred Glasscock and the
AR Team for a great time. Johnny and Mildred have
served as District Directors for 4 years and are now
stepping down from that position. But, they are not
going away. Mildred is now the Trainer for the District. Our new AR District Di-rectors are Richard and
Vicki Austin. Let’s all give Richard and Vicki our support and make this a fun time for them.

To support all Divisions of the Association;
To be positive in attitude and spirit; 343774-01
To lead by example while promoting an atmosphere
of fun, safety and knowledge;
To provide a succession of leadership for my
office;
I further pledge, during my term of office, to
serve with pride and devotion, while upholding
the Highest traditions and core values of the Gold
Wing Road Riders Association.

Now, let’s talk about the weather. We all have these
sophisticated ways to check on weather now. Mostly
with weather apps. When we left home on Thursday, May 26, the weather fore-cast called for rain at
70 to 80 percent for the next 10 days.

The more you Know,. The better it gets!
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Door
Prizes

OH YEAH CHAPTER O
It was so great seeing everyone at
our May 17th Meeting!!!
For those of you that weren't able to get to the Texas
District Rally up in Temple last Friday & Saturday,
you missed a Fantastic Rally. On Bike Games, Off
Bike Games, Family Feud, The Not-So Newly Wed
Game, Let's Make a Deal, Seminars, Crash Scene
Response with a Helicopter Landing, etc., etc., etc.
Thank You Dave Strebbing for the "Unofficial Motor
Awareness" Talk with 10 Great Tips. It was definitely
Informative!!!!!
The Progressive Drawing was for $25.00 but, alas,
Polly Bowers wasn't at the Meeting. Now the Drawing will be worth $30.00 at the June 21st Meeting.
The Prestigious Wing Nut Award went to John Osborn. 332370-01
Now for the Door Prizes and the 50/50.....
Door Prizes:
Dawn Sprague -- Motorcycle Table Runner
Ken Burnett -- Sunscreen, Chap Stick & Rubber
Duckie
Linda Jackson -- Jar of Honey Mustard & Rubber
Duckie
Tom Sprague -- Jar of Queso & Rubber Duckie
John Osborn -- Hot & Cold Patches, Muscle Rub
& Rubber Duckie
Dave Strebbing -- Traveling Theme Can (Memorial
Day with Pinwheels, BBQ sauce, plates,
bowls, flags & garland

50/50

50/50:
20% -- $18.00 -- Linda Jackson
30% -- $27.00 -- Shirley Strebbing
Congratulations to ALL our Winners. See everyone
at our June 21st Meeting.
Til then
Ride Safe, Ride Often & Have Fun
Dawn Sprague
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Texas District
Director
Mike & Robin Thacker
Director’s Corner

Well, the District rally is over for another year and
the gears are turning for the 2017 rally. Our first
rally we attended was in Wichita Fall and we are
looking forward to go back there. They love having
goldwingers in their city. They are as excited as we
are and roll out the red carpet for us.
While we were cutting out the horse heads for the
hobby horses to hand out to each chapter at the
Midwinter Round Up, we never expected what
happened. We knew this was going to be fun, but
you members really went all out. We cut out 24
horses and 19 chapter brought their masterpieces
to show off. We have never seen so many amazing ideas with every horse. Here they are, all 19 of
them strutting their stuff.

www.goldwingaustin.org

The Chapter Rodeo was a big hit with participates
riding a Hobby Horse through the course to rope the
calf then ride to the cow Patty Toss into the toilet
seat and then galloped to the shooting range where
they had to shoot the nerf gun at the target.
We shut everything down while we had the Couple of
the Year Selection. We are very proud and honored
to announce to you, Scott
and Linda Gresak from
Chapter M2, from Spring,
TX. As the new Texas
District Couple of the
Year. We are excited to
have them on your team
and know they will have
some exciting ideas in
helping plan your 2017
rally.
The talent show
photos on the
website it’s a
must see. We
will be turning in
some of the talent show videos
for the Talent
show at Wing Ding. We might even turn in the Texas
District ladies: Rose, Kitten and Candy‘s show, on
their night on the town.
Friday evening we made some announcement and
presented awards for chapters that participated in
the Chapter of the Year Program.


After opening ceremony we had a quick round of
Lets make and Deal. Steve really made that a fun
game. After the game, we all went to the Vendor
area where we had corral set up for the “Chapter
Round Up”. There were six different color balloons
(cows) and five members at a time on their ponies
with their dowel rod to round up their chosen color
of (cow) balloons. Each rider had to corral 5 of
them into their pen. The first one to get all their balloons in the pen was the winner for that round. We
had several rounds and the overall winner was Jim
Woodul, Chapter Director of Chapter T in Killeen
Tx. What a fun time that was. What great memories we have made during that event. Thursday
evening events ended with the Light Show.







Chapter C from Baytown was announced as the
Chapter of the year for 2015
Chapter T from Killeen received a Bronze award
Chapter H from San Antonio received a Bronze a
award
Chapter U from San Antonio received a Bronze
award
Chapter N2 form Humble received a Bronze
award

It was our honor to
present Chapter
C from Baytown
to receive the
award for the
REGION Chapter
of the Year.

Friday started out the day with seminars,
games and a helicopter landing from the Air Evac
seminar.
(continued on page 11)
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(continued from page 3)

Memorial Day Traditions
Cities and towns across the United States host
Memorial Day parades each year, often incorporating military personnel and members of veterans’ organizations. Some of the largest parades
take place in Chicago, New York and Washington, D.C. Americans also observe Memorial Day
by visiting cemeteries and memorials. On a less
somber note, many people throw parties and barbecues on the holiday, perhaps because it unofficially marks the beginning of summer.

June Birthdays

Jun 3rd—Jack Miller
Jun 13th—Margaret Peres
June 19th—Terry Carter

====================================

June Anniversaries

(continued from page 4)

Some would opt to take a four wheeler or cancel. But
what does this forecast really mean? It doesn’t mean
it will rain 80% of the time. It means there is a
“possibility” that 80% of the coverage area will receive
some precipitation that day. One of my weather apps
tells me the estimated rain fall projected. If it is .02
inches, I call that air conditioning. If it is several inches, you might need to re-think some plans. In our
case over the last 9 days with such horrible forecast,
we have not gotten wet. And as a fellow winger once
told me, “Riding in the rain just requires one more layer of clothes.”
Technology is great, but don’t let it rob you of adventures.

No anniversaries

************************************************************

Jim and Reba
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Ken & Terri Burnett
Ride Coordinator
Hey “O”
Well here it is June already. I normally write
about a great ride that we
have had, but since it
rained 23 out of 31 days in May there were no rides to
write about. I have decided to write about having fun
& winning. It seems that winning seems to come in
streaks for people who participate regularly. For instance last year it seemed that John Osborn and Steven Thomas were winning
something at every rally. Teri & I seem to be on a winning streak this year. Teri at the Bluebonnet rally
& I at the District rally. It is always fun to win something, especially something really nice that you
really want or need. The first thing required to win is
to attend a meeting or event. The second thing
required to win is to participate in the classes, contest, games and/or to buy tickets. The third thing is to
have some good luck or to be on a winning streak.
Teri said that I must have been really excited to win
the one half of the gas card tree at the District rally
because I jumped 5 feet out of my chair & shouted.
Well I was excited to win because it was a great prize,
I wanted to win it and I wanted everyone to know that
I was happy & excited to win. That is part of what
makes it all fun. A lot of work goes into putting on a
rally & it takes a lot of people and team work to make
it happen, but it is up to each individual attending to
make sure that they have fun by participating. Next
time that you attend a meeting or rally remember
these things to make sure that you have fun & win
too!

We had only one serious contender for the Golden
Wing Nut Award this month. The story goes like
this. One of our members was riding to Dave Simmons funeral in Coleman TX and stopped in Lampasas for gas. Upon arrival at the funeral home he
went to use his pone to check the time and could
not find it. He looked everywhere to no avail. First
thing that went through his mind was his wife was
really going to kill him. Then he thought, maybe he
could get one of those new iPhone 6 with the large
screen, but then he would have been accused of
losing the phone on purpose. When he met one of
the couples from his Chapter he had her text his
wife and tell her he had lost his phone.
Then it came to him, he must have left it at the
Stripes service station in the bathroom, so he told
his wife that is where it must be and to call them to
make sure. In the mean time Linda Poullard called
her and wanted to know where her husband was
because Dexter had just called him and somebody
answered his phone and he had no idea who it was.
So his wife explained to Linda that her husband had
lost his cell phone.
So Wanda called his cell phone and sure enough it
was at Stripes in Lampasas. The people there told
Wanda they would have called her sooner but it
took them a little while to crack the security code,
which is six digits long, maybe they need to get in
touch with the FBI and show them how to crack the
codes on iPhones. If you have not figured out who
the winner is, it was none other than John Osborn.
This is the second month in a row for him.
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other variations..
What is common to all of the models is that they are
selected based on known threat potentials. That is,
you use them to increase your odds in dealing with
the threats that tend to be unique to the situation
you place yourself into. And with experience you
don't even have to decide which model to use when your engine speed changes from one pattern
to another, your subconscious switches those models for you appropriately. That is one reason you
seek experience - call it practice.

Mental Models
'Close To Home'
Article by James R. Davis
and the Strebbing’s
Putting your mind into the right 'safety set' is a fundamentally important part of safe riding.
When you are riding local streets, you must scan for
potential threats coming at you from your side. You
must consider the possibility that someone will run a
stop light or sign at an intersection. You need to consider such things as cars backing out of driveways,
how long a light ahead of you has been green (is it
'stale'?), whether or not it is a school day, and what
time of day it is, in order to recognize whether or not
you are traveling too fast for a school zone. You can
also expect to have to make an occasional start or
stop on a steep hill. In other words, you must adopt a
mental model of your environment that is specifically
designed to let you best deal with situational awareness issues. Call that your 'local streets model'.

There is one riding model you may not be familiar
with. It is the “close to home model” This one is not
automatically activated unless you are aware of it.
You see, statistics are very clear about this - most
motorcycle accidents occur relatively close to home.
And whether you go out on a hundred mile ride, or a
two thousand mile tour, or a fifty mile day ride, before you get home you must get 'close to home' first.
And when you do you are more tired, more fatigued,
than when you left. You probably have encountered
and dealt with half a dozen 'close calls', or instances
of crazy driver behavior, or any of the other threats
mentioned above, and survived them. Now that the
road is familiar, you have a tendency to unwind and
settle into the familiar. And that leads to making
mistakes when the unexpected happens. So don’t
get in the habit of letting your guard down because
you are on familiar ground and “close to home”. Remember you can’t enjoy tomorrows ride if you don’t
survive today’s ride. So don’t let the familiarity of
home put you at risk of being a complacent, non
attentive drive.

An obviously contrasting model needs to be activated
the moment you enter a freeway and begin riding at
highway speeds. Now you need to consider erratic
lane-changing behavior, on- and off-ramp merging
threats, the possibility of having to make an emergency stop or rapid slowdown from high speed, tailgating
drivers talking on cell-phones, and lane selection
strategies to position yourself properly for upcoming
road changes or exits. But you need not spend much
effort or attention looking for pedestrians or domestic
animals, or people pulling out of driveways, and you
do not have to deal with 90-degree right or left turns,
or stop lights, or oncoming traffic with left turn signals.
In other words, you need to adopt a very different
mental model in order to deal with the realities you will
be confronted with on those freeways. Call this model
your 'freeway model'.
My guess is that you can see where this is going.
When you are riding on country roads you will need to
switch mental maps to one that includes an awareness of the need to watch out for deer, or slow moving
tractors, or poor pavement, or cars that have pulled
off the road ahead of you who decide to make a Uturn just as you approach them. You need to have
adopted the 'country road model' in your mind or
those threats are not anticipated properly.
Riding in the dark requires a variation of each of those
mental models just as riding in the rain requires yet
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Kickstands Up!
Upcoming Events

Additional rides will be announced via the web site and Google Groups.
For an up-to- date monthly list,
visit the Chapter O web site at www.goldwingaustin.org/page4.html
Date

Chapter

Event

Location

Contact/Email/Web

Phone

John & Wanda
Osborn

512-528-8105

Ihop Duval

John & Wanda
Osborn

512-528-8105

Chapter O Mtg.

Ihop Duval

John & Wanda
Osborn

512-528-8105

WingDing

Billings, MT

Jun 21

Chapter O Mtg.

Ihop Duval

Jul 7-9

Reno Rendezvous

Grand Sierra Resort
Reno, NV

Jul 19

Chapter O Mtg

Aug 16
Aug 31
Sep 3
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During closing ceremony we announced all the PreRegistered winners and had the drawing for the
prize. All the awards were announced with Jill Severe being the winner of the Yeti package and
Sandy from Tennessee Chapter Z won the 500.00
and Daryl Dunham

The Hobby Horse Design winner was announced
with chapter P being the 1st place winner and
Chapter U was the 2nd place winner and Chapter
G’s hobby horse was the 3rd place winner.
We had a lot of fun putting people in jail and watching members put Chapter’s in jail. The whole District staff was placed in jail. I don’t know who did
that, but it sure was funny for everyone to see.
At the end of the Social Event your staff provided
over 300 ice cream floats for everyone to enjoy and
we enjoyed every one of them. We had about every
flavor you could think of but I think the strawberry,
orange and root beer were the favorites.
.
During the rally we had more fun things for chapters to participate in, like: Chapter Feud, Not so
Newly Wed game, Bike and light show, Chapter
Pride events like the dress competition, mascot,
banner and scrapbook.
Two of the most important items that provided
members with information is the website and newsletter. Without these two items, it is very hard to
provide members and new prospective members
with information about your chapter and what your
chapter is doing throughout the months.
Chapter H was awarded as Website of the Year
with 2nd place awarded to Chapter U, 3rd place
Chapter T Chapter C was awarded Newsletter of
the year with 2nd place awarded to Chapter U.
We had 8 seminar with one of the presenters, Jim
Scholes, from Chapter S2 getting certified to become a University Instructor. Yessss, another instructor, now we have another one for the south
side of Houston. (League City area)
A big thank you to all the instructors, judges and
volunteers this year. Your District staffs spins all
year planning and coming up with fun things for you
to do when you come to the rally. This is a time of
the year for all the Texas members to get together
and visit and play together. We could not do it without the help of everyone that took the time and effort to come and visit for the weekend.
Everyone showed a big welcome to our visitors
from Colorado, California, Missouri and
Tennessee.
A big thank you to Donna and Dan Rymarz for
taking pictures throughout the rally.
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Motor Awareness Proclamation
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Gold Wing Road Riders Association
Texas Chapter O

GWRRA Motto..
Friends for Fun, Safety, Knowledge
Ride Safe in 2013

John & Wanda Osborn
303 Jeffery Drive
Cedar Park, Texas 78613
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